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Erling St0rmer 
1. Introduction. It is often of importance to know whether a 
*-automorphism of a von Neumann algebra is inner or not. In the 
present paper we shall study two aspects of this problem. The 
first results essentially state that a *-automorphism ~ of a 
factor ~ is inner if and only if it is asymptotically equal to 
the identity automorphism t . By this we mean that if 8 > 0 is 
sufficiently small, then there is a type I subfac tor '{'() of ~ 
such that !I ca-t ) I rrl0 II < 8 
' 
where me = rn'n ~. A similar 
theorem has been obtained by Lance [7] for UHF-algebras. The 
second set of results combine innerness with properties of the 
fixed point algebra .0 0', (fJ<..I of a • The main result says that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a periodic a to be inner 
,n ('). . . ,o . ,od.. et,C C is that \~"\,.; l.S normal 1.n \f'C , l..e.trt,::X • 'lli.ef.Jrstresults are 
for simplicity stated for factors while the 
latter are proved for general von Neumann algebras. 
2. Asymptotic £roperties. In this section we prove the asymto-
tic theorems mentioned in the introduction. The key result is the 
following lemma; t will here and later denote the identity auto-
morphism. 
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l!_.emma 2. 1. Let Dtt be a factor 9 a. a *-automorphism of 6(/ , 
and 0 < e < 1/35000. Suppose there is a type I subfactor ~~ 
of fJv such that !I (\J,-t) I mY!I < € • Then a. is inner. 
Proof. We first show II'Y11-a.(IYl)[j ~ 3e, where liOt-0311 denotes 
the distance between two *-algebras~ i.e. 
l!Ot-6311 = sup[o(A,63 1 ),o(B~ot 1 ): ]lAI! < 1,AEOf,\IB\1~1,BE(jj} 
where ~(A,S 1 ) = inf[l!A-Bll: BE 03~1!Bil~1}, see [3]. 
c 
Let A E a.( Yl'?) , l!A!I ~ 1 • Let B E 111,., • Then, since 
a.-1 (A) E m , we have 
)!CA9B]l] = !lCa.- 1 (A),\J,- 1 (B)J!I 
< !1 [ et - 1 (A) a. - 1 (B) - a. - 1 (A) B II + II a.- 1 (A) B - Bn-1 (A) l! 
+ ljBn- 1 (A)- a.- 1 (B)a.- 1 (A)IJ 
< 2lla.-1 (A)1J !IB-a.-1 (B)l! 
< 2e !JBI! • 
In particular, if U is a unitary operator in c m jl then 
\jUAu-1 -All = JJUA- AU!! ~ 2e • 
'"Yv\ c ' More generally, if Uk are unitary operators in 11v Ak > 0 9 
EAk = 1 , for k = 1,2, ••• ,n, then we have 
1 ) 
Suppose we have shown 6(PAP,tn1 ) < 3€ for each finite di-
mensional projection P E 1YIJ. Then 5(A,·rvf1 ) ~ 3e:. Indeed, let 
[PY} be an increasing net of finite dimensional projections in 
"YY!/ converging strongly to the identi t~r I • For each y we can 
such that ll P AP - B lj < 3 E: • y y y· Since the unit 
ball 
{B 1 y-
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is weakly compact in m we can choose a subnet [B;.\} of 
!-
converging weakly to an operator B E ~1 • Since [PP} is 
a subnet of the converging net [PY}, P0 ~I strongly, hence 
PnAPo ~A strongly. Let x and y be vectors in the underlying 
') ;:; 
Hilbert space. Then 
!((B-A)x,y)! = l~mj((B 9 -P$AP~)x,y)! 
< l§ml!B$ - P "lAP~ l! llxl! fly!l 
< 3e!lx!l llYII . 
Thus ljB- AI! .:: 3e ' and 6 (A, m1) .:s 3s as asserted. 
Let P be a finite dimensional projection in 111·, and let 
[e . . } . . 1 be a complete set of matrix units in lJ l,J= , ••• ,n PmP. 
Ill ..yv..C Since 11><... is generated by YYl and or~; vve may write PAP = 
c 
I:e .. A. . 9 where A1. J' E fYl., • lJ lJ 
exist complex numbers aij , 
Ak > 0 satisfying I:Ak = 1 , 
!I~AkUkAijuk 1 - aiji!I 
Thus by 1) we have 
2 2 
< 2e+n (e:/n) = 3e. 
Since L:a .. e .. Em, we have lJ lJ 
_:: 3e by the above paragraph. 
By r4,Ch.III,§5, Lemme 5] there 
"Y"I/Ic . and unitary operators uk in l'v ' 
k = 1 , ••• , m , such that 
2 
< e/n . 
shown 6(PAP,1~1 ) < 3e: , so 
argument 
By a symmetric lo(B,et(1r1 1 )) 
5 (A, rY&t_) 
:.: 3e: 
for B E m, liB!! .:: 1 . Thus l!m - c. em) I! ~ 3e 9 as asserted. 
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By a result of Christensen [2] there is a unitary operator 
U E t 111 U a:(lfl) 1 II c d{_. such that I! I-Uli < 11 541 • (3E:) = 34623e: 9 and 
such that UWI u-1 = o:(YYl) • J_Jet ~(A) = u-1a:(A)U for A E ~ • 
Then n f) is a *-automorphism of ~ such that 8 ( \"Y)) = "Y}1, hence 
c c 
s em ) = Ylt . If A E me is nonzero, we have 
II ( s - t ) ( A ) II < II u-1 a. ( A ) u - a: ( A ) I! + I! a: ( A ) - A II 
< 2!\U-Il! llo:(A) II +e: IIAI! 
< (2. 3 4 6 2 3 e: + e: ) If A !J 
< 2!\AII • 
Jl ( 8-t) I YY\;0 1! < 2 9 so by a result of Kadison and Ringrose [6] 
$I YVl;0 is inner. 
g(A) = WAW- 1 for 
Let W c be a unitary operator in YYL such that 
c 
A E m . Since G l Y'lll . is a I 1 lfV *-automorphism, 
and ~~is a type I factor, there is a unitary operator V in 
'YVL- such that S(A) = VAV- 1 for A E1'Vt[4,Ch.III,§3,Prop.4]. 
Now rR_ equals the von Neumann algebra generated by YV1 and 'YYl5 9 
and if A E 'tYt 9 BE Ytlc we have p(AB) = p(A)~(B) = VAV- 1WBW- 1 
= VWJ..BW- 1v- 1 , so for all C r c: Let 
X = UVVV • Then X is a unitary opera tor in o;<_. , and if A E ~ 
then 
Thus a: is implemented by X , and a: is inner. 
The proof is complete. 
The converse of the above lemma is practically true. The 
only difficulty occurs in the case when R. is of type II • 
Suppose for example a is implemented by a unitary operator U 
in R of the form U = E - ~f , where E and F are finite pro-
jections in tR such that dimE/dimF is irrational. Then it is not 
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clear that we can obtain the conditions in the lemma. We shall 
therefore need to approximate those conditions. First, however 9 
we treat the in this case simple type III situation. 
Theorem 2. 2. Let fL be a factor of type III , r:t a *-automor-
phism of R. , and 0 < e < 1/35000 • Then a. is inner if and 
only if there is a type I subfactor )')1 of R.. such that 
!l ( a-t ) I mJ !l < e • 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 it remains to show the necessity. Let 
a. (A) = UAU- 1 for all A E <R.. with U a unitary opera tor in ~. 
By spectral theory there are spectral projections E1 , ••• ,En for 
U in R- with sum I such that !1U- ~:\kEkll < ej2 for some com-
plex numbers A1 , ••• ,An of modulus 1 • Each projection E in 
6(_ is an orthogonal sum of countably decomposable projections 
in OQ_ • Indeed, we can find a family [w } of vector states of y 
fC with mutually orthogonal supports with sum E • But the sup-
port of a vector state is countably decomposable. We can there-
fore decompose the projections E 1 , ••• ,E n into orthogonal sums 
of countably decomposable projections [FY} • Since all nonzero 
countably decomposable projections in <f.<... are equivalent C4,Ch.III, 
§8,Cor.5], we can find a type I subfactor YYI of rR. containing 
all the F y • Since the automorphism implemented by LAkEk is 
c c m ' 11 (a-t) I vn. "::; 2l!u- fAkEkll < 2· €/2 = € 
.,_{ 
the identity on 
The proof is complete. 
From the above proof we have 
Corollary 2~L· Let ~·be a countably decomposable factor of type 
III , a a *-automorphism of R.. and 0 < e < 1/35000 • Then a 
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is inner if and only if there i~ a finite type I subfactor I'YL..--
of p__. such that II (c:-t)! ~II < e: • 
If C'1. is a *-automorphism of a von Neumann algebra a<_ we 
denote by rR._a, the fixed point algebra for a. in R 9 i.e~ rx..a. 
= (A E 6<_ a,(A) = A} If E is a projection in 6(_ we denote 
by the reduced von Neumann algebra ERE acting on the 
Hilbert space E ~'where¥( is the underlying Hilbert space. 
We shall need a lemma, which was proved independently by Borchers 
[1,Lem.5.7] and Connes [3,Lem.2.3.9]. 
Lemma 2 .. 4. Let R. be a von Neumann algebra and a. a *-automor-
n n0a. phism of ~. Suppose E is a projection in v' with central 
carrier I such that a.I~E is inner. Then a. is inner. 
For completeness we indicate the proof. Let arlt be the underlying 
Hilbert space and V a partial isometry in crt with support and 
range E c1{ such that a.(A) = VAVo.< for A E <R.E • Define the 
operator u by U(LA.B~Ex.) = ra.(A.)B~VEx. i l l l i l l l 
Since the central carrier of E 
for Ai E <R_ , B~ E cR_' , 
is I, U extends to 
a unitary opera tor 9 which is easily seen to belong to cR. and to 
implement a. • 
Theorem 2. 5. Let R_ be a factor and a, a *-automorphism of ~ • 
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Let 0 < e < 1/35000 and v-' be a strong neighborhood of I • 
Then a, is inner if and only if there is a projection E E @..a. n '1f 
and a type I subfactor IYl of 0( E such that II (a.- t)! Y'fl 'n RE!I 
< E: • 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 the conditions are sufficient. Con-
versely assume a, is inner. If ~ is of type III the theorem 
follows from Theorem 2.2 with E = I • If G'Z is of type I the 
theorem is trivial, letting E = I . Suppose ~ is of type II 
and that (), is implemented by a unitary operator u in cR_. Let 
ot be the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by U • Let ~ 
be a strong neighborhood of 0 such that I+ .>f + ~ c 1f . Let 
[P 1 be the set of atoms (i.e. minimal projections) in ~' and y 
let F = I- L'P (), The net of finite sums F + ? P , K yEK y 
finite, 
converges, strongly to I , so we can choose K such that 
F + L: P E I+ Jf. Hestricting attention to this projection we 
yEK Y 
may assume the number of atoms is finite and replace '11 by I+~ . 
n 
Say I = F + L: P. , where 
j=1 J 
we put P. = 0 
J 
if there are no atoms. 
choose projections E1 , ••. ,Em in~ By spectral theory we can 
with sum F and complex numbers A1 , ••• ~Am+n of modulus 1 such 
that !11U- r Al Ek + r, A .P .11 < 8 /2 . Vfe can now find an increasing k { j m+J J , 
sequence (QrJ of projections in ~ converging strongly to I 
sion. Choose 
each E k and 
and Q P. are all of infinite or rational dimen-
r J 
Qr E I+ Jf and restrict attention to otQ • Then 
r 
P. has infinite or rational dimension and can be 
J 
written as orthogonal sums of projections of same dimension. Let 
'YYl be a type I subfactor of fZ containing them all. Then as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. 2 we have 1l ( r;,- t) ! )''rf !I < e • The proof is 
complete. 
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3. r:J, Normalcy of 6l . In this section~ which can be read indepen-
dently of section 2 , we shall see how innerness of a is related 
100. • to properties of its fixed point algebra ~ 
that a necessary condition for innerness is that 
It is evident 
~ is large 
and normal in Q{... Vife shall show that if a. is periodic, i.e. 
there is an integer n such that n a = t , then normalcy of 
is also sufficient for a to be inner. 
Theorem 3. 1 • Let rR. be a von Neumann algebra and rt a. periodic 
-x--automorphism of rR_ • Then r:t is inner if and only if its fixed 
/D a tn point algebra v~ is normal in ~· 
Proof. We first remark that if ~ is a factor a simple proof can 
be obtained using r3,Cor.2.3.13 and Thm.2.4.1]. I am indebted to 
A. Cannes for this observation, We shall~ however, include another 
proof which is more direct and which also takes care of the global 
case. 
Assume first that a. is inner, so implemented by a unitary opera-
tor u in 6<.. Let c~ be the von Neumann algebra generated by 
u • Then R.Ct = t.?}c 9 so R.Ct is normal (because tA-c = '*CCC 
whenever cA is a von Neumann subalgebra of ~ ) . 
Conversely assume Ret is normal. We assert that f{ac equals 
the center of rJ{_lf' . For this let ~ denote the center of <R .• 
Since tOrt f v~ is normal the center o equals ~a. n ~o.c 9 
hence it suffices to show that t1J cr,c If'\. is abelian. Replacing £ 
~ ac by ~ we may assume 
1 n -Q(A) =- ra.J(A) , where 
n 1 
Ro. = ~ • Let ~ ~ ifZ ... (0 be defined by 
n is the smallest positive integer for 
which an = t • Then •2 is a faithful normal a.-invariant pro-
jection map of <R.. onto rb . Let w be a pure state on '(; 9 and 
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let p = W 0 ~ Then o is an a.-invariant state of rf2_ • Let 
GNS representation defined by p • Since (n 0 ~x0 ,J{P) be the 
p is a.-invariant, TT p is covariant, so a. extends to a *-auto-
morphism -a. of TT (~ ) II p such that TT oa. = a.on • Furthermore 0 p 
- is implemented by a unitary operator u such that Ux a. = X 
0 p 
If A TT (B) E n0 (i-{) then 2.~-j(li) 1 n (a.j(B)) = TT (~(B)) = = = -2:: TT 0 n a. ~ n 1 p p 
p (B) I = w(~(B))I 9 since 0 is pure on ~= !P ( (R_) so that 
n (C) = p(C)I = w(C)I p for C E Therefore the normal map 
1 n . 
1lr (A) = n l Ci. J (A) on 
onto the scalars. 
TT ( 10) II ( JC)) ~ mpps the dense subalgebra n ~p p 
Thus llf ( n ( R)") = (iJI • In particular, if p 
A E TT ("(__)" p is a-invariant, then A = ~(A) is a scalar, so -a. 
is erogdic on TT ([.( ) II • 
0 
But -a. is periodic~ so its spectrum as 
an operator on TT (R)" 
0 
is finite. Thus an application of [8, 
Corollaries 3.3 and 3.6] shows that TT(~)" 
0 
is *-isomorphic to 
the m >< m diagonal matricies for an integer m • In particular 
n 0 ( 0'<.) is abelian. Thus nwo!P ( RJ is abelian for all pure states 
w of ~ • But ~ is faithful, so the representation n = 
2: '-tl nwo \P , w pure on C: 9 is faithful on OZ • Since n( 6Z.) is 
tO ,.(,;).a. c c tOO. • abelian, so is v~ 9 and the assertion is proved, i.e. V' v' 
Let E be a maximal projection in 'G' such that a.l (f(E is inner. 
Considering if<. (I-E) we may assume a! cR Ji' is outer for each 
nonzero projection F in 1;? • We shall then obtain a contradic-
tion. 
If A is an eigenvalue for a. acting on the Banach space foG we 
let IVIa.( A.) denote the set of operatmrs A in ~ such that 
a.(A) leA Since n = a. = t An = 1 9 hence A is an nth root 
of unity. Notice that if A and f..! are eigenvalues and A E Ma.( A), 
B E M0'(!-!) 9 then AB E Ma. (A f..!) 9 a fact vrhich will be used extensi-
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vely below. If F A'1 ac is a projection in ~ we let aF denote 
the restriction a!~F of a to (f(F • Fix a primitive nth 
root of unity A • We assert that there are an integer m 
1 < m < n 
,.0 o:,c 
and a nonzero projection F in v, such that 
MaG ( 'm) .L 0 f l t G F tr:> ac • A r or a 1 nonzero projec ions in v' 
To prove this we first notice that for each nonzero projection E 
r·c MaE( t-k) in IR.~. we have I 0 for some 1 < k < n . For if not 
]~a,E (An) 
=RE ~ so a.l c1(E = t Thus by Lemma 2.4 al &< 0 is E 
inner, where OE denotes the central can"ier of E . This contra-
diets our assumption that a!~F is outer for each nonzero pro-
jection F in ~ • 
j 
Let j 0 be the smallest integer 9 1 ~ j 0 < n , such that Ma(t- 0 ) 
.L tO O'.C r 0 Suppose there is a nonzero projection P in v~ such 
that MaP(t-j 0 ) = 0 • Then by the preceding paragraph there is j 1 
such that j 0 < j 1 < n and MaP(),j1 ) I 0 9 and j 1 can be chosen 
smallest possible. 
,() O',C 
1.1'... with Q < P 
Suppose there is a nonzero projection Q in 
such that MaQ(t-j1 ) = 0. Again from the pre-
ceding paragraph there is j 2 smallest possible such that j 1 < 
j 2 < n and l\('.Q(Aj 2 ) I 0 ~ Since An= 1 this process can only 
be performed a finite number of times, hence we obtain a nonzero 
projection F in (J(c.c and 1 < m < n such that Ma.G(!-m) I 0 
F ,clf.C • for all nonzero projections G E ~ 
By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to show a!O<F is inner. Hence we may 
restrict attention to a l lf<.F , VIe thus assume MaG (i.. m) I 0 for 
tD ac • 
all nonzero projections G in ~ 
Let 
in 
A E 
cR. ac 
Ma.(!..m) , A I 0 Then there is a nonzero projection E 
0 
such that E0 A(I-E 0 ) I 0 . Indeed, if this is not the 
£l q.c 
case 9 then EA(I-E) = 0 for all projections E E ~ • 
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,.netC • Thus 0 = EA( I-E) - (I-E)AE = EA- AE for all projections E E "' , 
hence A E R. a.cc = tf<..a. = Ma.(1) , contrary to assumption. Thus E 
0 
can be chosen as asserted. 
Th t ( E ) * ( ) Met ( 1 ) -- ,n a. • e opera or I- A E A I-E belongs to ~0 0 0 Let 
tO a. E JO a.c F be its central carrier in v, ~ so F if\ Let 0 0 
F0 (I-E0 ) • Then E0 AF1P I 0 for all nonzero projections P E 
a.c 
F 1 cR. • 
Fix A1 E Ma.(A.m) and mutually orthogonal projections E0 and F1 
~a.c ~ in ~ such that E0 A1F1P r 0 whenever P is a nonzero pro-
Apply the above argument to 
and a projection E1 < F 
- 1 
(f(F and 
a.c1 R such in 
that E1B(F1-E1 ) I 0. Denote the range projection of an operator 
T in f\.. by r(T) Let F2 be the central carrier of 
(F1-E1)B*E 1B(F1-E1) in 6\a.c and consider E1BF2 Then 
r(E1BF2 ) = r(E1BF2B*E1 ) E ~a.~ since B1BF2B*E1 E 0\a.. Taking 
I " -1 -1 /Qa. d UE1BI 2u = E1 UBU F2 for U unitary in vv an then the union 
of the ranges r(UE 1BF2u- 1 ) we obtain the central carrier in ~a. 
of r(E1BF2 ) . Since E0 A1F1P I 0 for all nonzero projections P 
in F 1 ~a.c we can thus find A2 = UBu- 1 in Ma.(A.m) such that 
E0 A1E1A2F2 I 0 . Now continue this construction and find mutually 
!Oa.c 
orthogonal projections E0 ,E1 ,E2 , ••• in ~ and operators 
A 1 ~A2 , ••• in Ma.(A.m) such that 
k = 1,2, •••• 
However, the operator sn E Mct(A.nm) = Mtt(1) = Ra.' so 
E S = S E = 0 , a contradiction. 
o I s = n 
o n n o 
The proof is complete. 
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